
BLUE LUSTER TR-406 
DETERGENT
Blue Luster TR-406 is a super heavy duty industrial transportation cleaner 
designed for use in truck wash applications. Blue Luster TR-406 is 
specifically formulated with a balanced blend of sodium hydroxide, natural 
citrus degreasers, alcohols and butyl to work on the toughest degreasing 
and cleaning applications while leaving that streak free shine. Used in 
cleaning stainless tankers, trucks, garbage trucks, mining equipment, 
logging and oil field equipment, fork trucks, construction equipment and 
floors. Removes smoke, carbon, greases, oils, carbonaceous soils and 
built up road film and is excellent in cleaning engines, fifth-wheel, mining 
equipment, off-the-road equipment and construction equipment, any heavy 
duty applications. Proven to clean organics out of scaled up coils. Blue 
Luster TR-406 is perfect for those wide ranging applications of ag trailers 
that come through your truck wash, from tankers to box or livestock trailers.

AVAILABLE IN

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

DIRECTIONS

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS 

Adjust the metering valve according to your cleaning 
application. It is best to clean from the bottom up and 
rinse from the top down. Rinse surfaces with clear, 
cool, soft, potable water.

Non-corrosive, Non-Caustic 
Fully Biodegradable 
Good for removing greases, pollution, dirt, grime on cars, trucks, buses, 
polished aluminum and other industrial surfaces. 
Great for use as a 2nd step in a two-step transportation cleaning program 
Economical per gallon cost
Designed specifically for pressure washers 
Designed to work well in cold or hot water.
Blended with the specific selection of surfactant to quickly attack and 
break down the dirt stains on aluminum and polished aluminum 
Newest corrosion inhibitors to protect and prevent flash rusting

Active Ingredients = 19%
pH 5% Solution = 11.0
Specific Gravity = 1.06
VOC = 10 grams per liter
Appearance = Blue
Ozone & Smog = Does not carry ingredients that attack the earth’s 
ozone, or contribute to smog.
Softening = Exclusive anti-scale system to prevent scale coil clogging.
Hard Water = Softens and is soluble
Freeze / thaw stable
Shelf Life = Two years in a sealed container
USDA Letter of Guarantee = Available

55 Gallon Kit P/N B03-TRH50601
9 PK Kit P/N B03-TRH50605
5 Gallon Pail P/N B03-TRH506F3
55 Gallon Drum P/N B03-TRH506F5

Distributed by:

Ships UPS

Professional Use Only


